Major requires 4 semesters of language study & combination of literature/culture courses

We teach Arabic, Swahili, Yoruba, and Wolof; all languages are taught by native speakers!

Sample Literature/Culture Courses
- Gender & Sexuality in Afro-Futurism
- Arabic Fiction & Falsehood
- Soccer in Africa
- The African Storyteller
- Nollywood
- Intro to African Literature
- Africa & the Internet
- Arab Publics
- Africa Through Comics & Graphic Fiction
- Poverty Porn
- Contemporary Arabic Literature & Cinema
- Tales of Love & War

PLUS: Learning a language other than English can help you develop a broad range of skills valuable in many career fields. Your language skills will expand the communities in which you can interact and the professional and personal networks you can draw on.

Conduct research with direct faculty supervision and personal support

Take Honors courses • Connect with alumni & discuss careers

Website: https://african.wisc.edu/  Contact: Advisor, Toni Landis tllandis@wisc.edu